Ergonomic Office Chairs
by HumanScale

Liberty

Liberty, with Form-Sensing Mesh Technology, is unlike any mesh chair you’ve seen or experienced. With its tri-panel construction, Liberty has the body-fitting contours that single-panel stretch mesh chairs simply can’t achieve. And it offers perfect lumbar support for everyone, without external devices or manual adjustments.

Chair Features:
Self-Adjusting Recline
• Intelligent counter-balance recline mechanism automatically provides the right amount of support through the full range of recline motion, regardless of user size and weight
• No tension springs to adjust
• No recline locks to set/release
• During recline, the angle between torso and legs opens up for better body function
• User maintains near constant eye level during recline
Standard chair fits over 95% of the office population
• 5’0” Woman to 6’4” Man
• 100 to 250 pounds

Item # HLEC

The Freedom chair is designed to give the maximum ergonomic benefit to the sitter with a minimum number of manually-adjusted controls. Once the chair is fitted, no further adjustment is required.

Chair Features:
Self-Adjusting Recline
• Intelligent counter-balance recline mechanism automatically provides the right amount of support through the full range of recline motion, regardless of user size and weight
• No tension springs to adjust
• No recline locks to set/release
• During recline, the angle between torso and legs opens up for better body function
• User maintains near constant eye level during recline

Synchronized Armrests
• Revolutionary armrests move in tandem to eliminate the dangers of uneven arm positioning
• Natural lift and release action for immediate repositioning without buttons or locks
• 6” range of vertical motion to accommodate all users and tasks
• Can be positioned below thigh-level for close table or desk work
• Attached to backrest so arms stay in same relation to body during recline
• Technogel® armpad for superb comfort

Dynamic Headrest
• Position-sensitive headrest moves into place when you recline and out of the way when you sit upright
• 5” vertical adjustment to fit all users
• Moves in the natural arc of head/neck for perfect support through range of recline
• Contoured to cradle the head and neck in comfort

Item # HFEC

www.soundergonomics.com